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1. Purpose
Interoperability of heterogeneous medical devices, clinical information systems and components of computer assisted surgery (CAS) has been recognized for its potential to improve the overall clinical workflow as well as ergonomic conditions by centralized access and control of the integrated system. However, the installation of an integrated IT infrastructure with additional computer hardware, software, and network components heavily increases the overall technical complexity within the operating room (OR). The life critical domain within the OR demands safe and reliable operation of the integrated OR components. Therefore, an appropriate technical supervision framework is required that supports high confident functionality by facilitating systems monitoring and diagnosis of the networked hardware and software. System failures, network bottlenecks or unstable conditions should be detected to enable appropriate interventions and mitigation strategies.

2. Methods
The structural design of our modular OR integration infrastructure follows the Therapy Imaging and Model Management System (TIMMS) meta-architecture, which was published by Lemke and Vannier in 2006 [1]. Our prototype TIMMS implementation interconnects standard CAS components such as tracking, PACS, display and video routing as well as navigation, patient modeller, workflow software, and the central surgical display. In contrast to existing proprietary integration solutions, we are focussing on the development of an open architecture using standard communication protocols (e.g. DICOM, RTP, SNMP, ZeroConf, TCP/IP) and standard network technologies such as Ethernet. The integrated system has a central management unit, the TIMMS Component Controller (TCC), which facilitates service discovery, session management, time synchronization and component control. The
TCC also implements the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) module (Figure 1), which realizes systems monitoring and supervision functionality for the entire OR network on three levels: 1. Network Backbone Hardware, 2. Computer Hardware, and 3. Software Applications. The diagnostic information elements from the supervised systems are maintained in the form of Management Information Base (MIB) (RFC 1450) objects. The MIB tree index structure describes the hierarchical order of all monitored variables that can be obtained or modified, their data types and by which operations they can be accessed. Management agents handle the access to the MIB objects between managed components and the SCADA module using the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).

![Figure 1: Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) architecture for the integrated TIMMS OR network.](image)

2.1 Simple Network Management Protocol

The transfer of diagnostic and management information among management agents and the SCADA module is based on the SNMP protocol standard (RFC 3411 – 3418), which is an application layer protocol within the OSI model. The SNMP network protocol is based on TCP/IP and thus directly applicable within the TIMMS network environment. SNMP provides few operations on MIB items such as SNMP GET and SNMP SET for retrieval or change of a MIB variable as well as SNMP TRAP for unsolicited event notifications sent by an agent to a management application.
2.2 Monitoring of Hardware Components

Diagnostic information from network and computer systems is gathered by hardware management agents, which reside in the supervised components. Most of today’s standard network hardware such as routers or bridges already implement SNMP agents, which maintain access to configuration information and network traffic parameters (Level 1). Using the Agent++ Library [2], we developed a master agent for personal computers (PC) that acquires system and surveillance information from each TIMMS PC connected to the network (Level 2). These master agents obtain performance indicators such as CPU usage, hard disc load, physical and virtual memory load as well as network interface card traffic and translate these into the corresponding SNMP MIB objects (Figure 1).

2.3 Monitoring of Software Applications

Monitoring at code implementation level (Level 3) is facilitated using the Open Group Standard “Application Response Measurement - ARM 4.1” [3]. The ARM interface standard accommodates bindings for the programming languages C and JAVA. ARM enables the measurement of application performance by introducing transactions as “units of work”. The application calls the ARM API before a transaction starts, optionally an update during processing, and after it ends. We defined two custom transaction types for the SCADA framework: 1st) Transactions for measuring the duration of (critical) code sections and 2nd) Transactions that periodically report update events for the monitoring of the application’s alive status. To integrate the ARM functionality into the SCADA framework, we implemented an ARM compliant subagent library that communicates with the corresponding Level 2 master agent using the Agent Extensibility (AgentX) Protocol (RFC 2741). Upon application start, the subagent registers the application and all transactions at the master agent, which creates the corresponding information items within its MIB. Watchdog alive heart beats from the application are processed by sub- and master agent and deployed using SNMP TRAP events to the SCADA module, which supervises the alive status of TIMMS applications.

2.4 TIMMS Component Controller & SCADA Module

Automatic Configuration and Plug-and-Play Service Discovery of TIMMS components are realized using the ZeroConf protocol [4]. Whenever a TIMMS component joins the network, the TCC connects
to the component’s master agent and retrieves the corresponding management information base object. By passing through the MIB tree elements, the SCADA module periodically queries the particular diagnostic information elements from the master- and subagent. The diagnostic information is processed and analyzed, e.g. to raise alarms if a previously defined threshold for a given element is exceeded. The TCC also provides a database logger, which stores all alarms and events for documentation purposes.

The resulting information from the SCADA module is visualized on different workstations according to the particular user group. Clinical users obtain an intuitive view of the overall system status at the surgical cockpit while the technical supervisor has access to all in depth information and control over configurable elements (Figure 2).

![Figure 2: TIMMS technical supervisor SCADA application displaying the networked TIMMS components (top right), the management information base of the selected component (middle right) and time course of the monitored variable (bottom right).](image)

### 3. Results

We designed and implemented a technical supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) framework for the monitoring of networked medical hardware and software components. Information about the overall system status and controlling access is designed at different abstraction levels for
different user groups (clinical/technical) with separate user interfaces. The master and sub-agents are implemented as C++ class library and are fully compliant with SNMP Versions 1 to 3. The first prototype of the SCADA module is able to retrieve diagnostic information from Ethernet network devices, computer hardware and TIMMS software applications. The user interface for the technical supervisor (Figure 2) comprises simple numerical values of performance measurements as well as graphical trend views for time-dependent values (e.g. network load). Methods of auto-configuration facilitate a highly automated monitoring process without the need for manual interaction.

4. Conclusion

The life critical environment within the operation room requires reliable and safe operation of medical device hardware and software, especially when a large number of different technologies are applied. The proposed SCADA framework is based on standard protocols and encounters these requirements by introducing technical means for the acquisition of performance indicators at hardware and software levels. The framework provides information to detect system anomalies such as network bottlenecks, cache and hard disc space exceeds or CPU consuming software processes and announces these using appropriate alarms to the corresponding user groups. The combination of AgentX subagents with ARM enables the assessment of software performance as well as the detection of hanging or crashed applications with the SCADA watchdog functionality. Further developments focus on automatic reasoning of the overall system status as well as appropriate user interface feedback for the clinical users at the surgical cockpit.
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